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1. What is the fundamental pillar of the Westcott and Hort theory of critical text supremacy (Moorman, 88)?

2. In what city did Polycarp serve as pastor (Moorman, 88)?

3. What four names does Wilkinson associate with heresy and corruption (Moorman, 88)?

4. Who presented the Christian message in philosophical terms (Moorman, 88)?

5. Who disposed of 200 copies of the Diatessaron (Moorman, 89)?

6. Who expressed concerns about the Scriptures being altered (Moorman, 89)?

7. (1) What disciple of Polycarp accused heretics of corrupting the Scripture, and (2) who quoted from the last twelve verses of Mark as
well as every New Testament book (with the exception of Philemon and 3 John) (Moorman, 89)?

8. From where did Polycarp obtain his copy of the New Testament book of Revelation (Moorman, 90)?

9. (1) What city in North Africa did Tertullian once live, and (2) why did he believe heretics altered the Scripture (Moorman, 90)?

10. Who states clearly that Tertullian references 1 John 5:7 (Moorman, 91)?

11. Who was born in the “cradle of Gnosticism, and upon who/what did he have the greatest corrupting influence (Moorman, 91)?

12. (1) According to Millers, what did Origen  attempted to synchronize, and (2) of what horrible movement is he the father, and (3) what
FALSE concept (place) did he develop (Moorman, 91)?

13. According to Reumann, who had a “team of scribes whose purpose it was to ‘correct’ the manuscripts” (Moorman, 92)?

14. (1) In what way did Edward Miller disprove the false notions of Hort’s view about Origen and the Textus Receptus, and (2) according
the Hills, what assertion of his (Oregen) is difficult to maintain  (Moorman, 92)?

15. What two men did Origen wrongly influence in Caesarea (Moorman, 92)?

16. (1) What father of church history “worshiped at the alter of Origen’s teachings,” and (2) whose library did he preserve (Moorman, 93)?

17. What did evil Damasus commission Jerome to do in the year 382(Moorman, 93)?

18. (1) What books did Origen wrongly place on equal footing with the Words of God, and (2) what doctrine’s of his were  placed on
“equal authority with the Scripture”   (Moorman, 93-94)?

19. Whose text is the foundation of most modern bible versions today (Moorman, 94)?

20.  On the back of this quiz please explain how importance of rejecting  the key pillars of Westcott and Hort?


